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The Quarterly Commentary 
 
The past quarter has been a challenge for 
investors still feeling the pain of the market 
pull back of 2008 - 2009.  At the onset of the 
year, we anticipated modest growth in the 
economy. Stock markets were projected to 
provide single digit returns, somewhat lower 
than the double-digit returns major stock 
indices posted in 2009 and 2010.  Given the 
markets finished the third quarter down 
between 10 to 30%, we feel initial 
expectations are unlikely to materialize.  
While some signs are indicating positive 
momentum in the fourth quarter, there is 
just too much ground to make up.   
 
There are three major issues that have had a 
negative impact on the global markets in 
2011.  First, slowing growth and little 
progress in the creation of new jobs in the 
US has reignited fears of a double-dip 
recession.  Second, government debt, and in 
particular the debt of some EU nations, 
threatens the stability of the banking system 
in Europe.  Finally, slowing growth and 
inflationary concerns in the emerging 
markets, particularly China, have dampened 
the outlook for the global economy.   Each 
issue is worth examining in more detail. 
 
 
Concerns of a Double Dip Recession in 
the US... 
While emerging markets now play a more 
significant role in the global economy, the 
United States remains the most influential 
force.  Every week we await the publication 
of  US employment numbers, consumer 
confidence or some other leading indicator 
gauging the health of the US economy.  As 
2010 drew to a close, concerns about the US 
economy slipping back into a recession were 
easing.  Beginning with the unrest in the 
middle-east last February and the following 

spike in oil prices, consumer confidence in the 
US once again began to slip.  Over the third 
quarter, employment numbers have 
disappointed and a stronger probability of a 
double–dip recession has now been factored into 
most economic forecasts.   
 
Another issue that weighed on the US economy 
and the financial markets was the standoff 
between the Democrats and the Republicans 
regarding the Government’s self-imposed debt 
ceiling.  Through the process of deliberations, 
the market turned its attention to the size of the 
US debt and fiscal policies that were failing to 
address government spending.  A last minute 
deal to form a “super committee” to drastically 
reduce future spending was too little, too late for 
Standard & Poors, a major rating agency, who 
proceeded to downgrade short-term US debt.  
Lessons from our textbooks tell us this should 
have pushed interest rates higher as investors 
demanded additional premiums to hold such 
debt.  In this instance, the opposite happened.  
Investors flocked to US government securities 
and the bond market rallied while stocks slid. 
 
 
The Ongoing European Debt Crisis... 
The second issue, the European debt crisis, is a 
complicated one given the number of factors at 
play.  The weaker members of the European 
Economic Union are undermining stability.  While 
a number of countries in the union are carrying 
high debt loads relative to GDP and are failing to 
rein in spending, it is Greece that is one payday 
away from default.  The holders of Greek debt 
include German and French banks.  While 
Greece deals with internal strife regarding 
austerity forced upon it by the stronger 
members of the EU, the European banking 
system is under tremendous pressure and a 
pending credit crisis remains an impediment to 
the European economy. 
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A Slowdown in Emerging Markets... 
The third issue concerns emerging markets.  
Effectively, the double-digit growth some of 
these markets have experienced over the 
past five years, in particular China, has 
provided a soft landing from the 2008 - 2009 
recession for many developed countries.  
Fears are that in the absence of strong 
growth in China, India, South America and 
the former Soviet Union, developed nations 
will see their exports shrink.  We must keep 
in mind that while most emerging economies 
struggle to hold down inflation and slow 
down their explosive growth, the emergence 
of a middle class among 50% of the world’s 
population will fuel strong growth in the 
decade to come.  There will be challenges 
along the way, but new technologies and a 
world more closely linked economically will 
provide billions of people access to goods 
and services the western world has enjoyed 
over the past 100 years. 
 
 
Entering 2012... 
This provides some of the backdrop for our 
view of the markets going into 2012. 
 
Turning first to the consumer, Americans 
have been reducing household debt as they 
have been retrenching over the past four  
years.  Savings rates for American 
households have increased.  Big-ticket 
purchases have been delayed and this is 
creating some pent up demand for durable 
goods such as automobiles and appliances.  
In summary, consumers have stronger 
balance sheets with pending needs.  As they 
see employment numbers improving, they 
should be in a position to provide added 
stimulus to the economy. 
 
In the coming 6 to 12 months, we anticipate 
moderate growth in North America, some 

easing of the problems Europe is facing and 
more moderated growth in emerging markets.  
However, this can be positive news for equity.  
As long as the economy continues to grow, 
albeit at a slower rate, corporate profits will 
increase without the need for the tightening of 
monetary policy.  With inflation in check and the 
cost of capital remaining low, investments in 
new business opportunities could be attractive.   
Corporate balance sheets are also very strong, 
with trillions of dollars of cash that could be put 
to work. 
 
Demographics may also serve to fuel demand 
for equity.  As populations age and a large 
cohort heads into retirement, the needs for 
steady and reliable income will force many 
people to adjust their investment strategy.  The 
spread between government bonds and the 
earnings yield on stocks is at historical highs.  
The dividend yield on blue chip stocks equals or 
exceeds the yields available through corporate 
bonds, let alone government debt.  This could 
lead to a demand for quality stocks with a track 
record of paying dividends and increasing those 
dividends as earnings grow. 
 
To conclude, 2011 has not been a positive year 
to-date for equity.  Fears are that the world’s 
economic troubles may force us into a double-
dip recession.  But there are positive signs in 
some of the economic data.  While markets have 
been volatile and trending downward throughout 
most of 2011, there is a reasonably favourable 
environment for equity, particularly good quality 
companies with a solid record of paying 
dividends. 
 
As always, we maintain that a disciplined 
approach to investing with diversification among 
various asset classes and economic sectors will 
help to mitigate volatility and will keep investors 
on-track towards their long-term financial goals.   
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What the Markets Did
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Driven by fears of a double-dip recession, the US S&P 500 was down 13.9% over the quarter.  This 
is slightly worse than the Canadian S&P TSX Composite Index which was down roughly 12% and 
the International markets which were down about the same amount.  Even with Canada's strong 
resource based economy, if our largest trading partner dips back into a recession, we are most 
likely to follow.  More in-depth information on specific sectors of the market can be found in the 
Sector Watch section of the newsletter. 

 
Sector Watch 
 

Consumer 
The consumer sector includes consumer discretionary, 
consumer non-discretionary (staples), and 
pharmaceuticals.  Consumer stocks performed slightly 
worse than the major stock indices.  The sector came 
under pressure in the third quarter as consumer 
confidence slipped.  While consumer confidence has 
minimal impact on non-discretionary spending, it is a 
major drag on discretionary spending.  Overall, Consumer 
stocks fell 13.2%.  However, some strength was shown in 
stocks in the retail grocery sector, soaps, sundries and 
spirits. 
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Financials 
It was another down quarter in the Canadian finance sector in Q3 of 2011, coming in at negative 
9.6%. This follows a negative return of 2.7% in Q2. The Canadian sector was swept down with the 
global finance sector as economic concerns mounted worldwide. Year-to-date results are now 
negative for the Canadian finance sector, coming in at a total return of negative 4.0%.  US and 
International finance sectors fared much worse in the third quarter compared to Canadian finance 
companies. The US finance sector was down 22.8% in Q3, dragging year-to-date total return to a 
negative 25.2% (in US $) while the weak performance in the international finance sector in Q3 
resulted in a year-to-date return of negative 21.4% (in US $).  We continue to favour our 
Canadian banks and their returns have continued to outperform US and International banks in 
2011. 
 
Industrial 
The industrial sector includes heavy manufacturing, transportation and technology.  Fears of a 
double-dip recession and slowing global growth were on investors minds and this weighed heavily 
on the industrial sector.  Performance is influenced not only by consumer confidence but by 
corporate capital expenditures.  The sector declined by 18.4%.  Some of IAIC’s core stocks in this 
sector were the heaviest drags on overall performance.  However, some of the losses in this area 
were offset by US technology stocks.  The strength of corporate balance sheets and pent up 
demand for durable goods should provide some stimulus to this sector as the economy returns to a 
growth cycle. 
 
Resources 
The Canadian resource sector’s poor performance in Q2 continued into Q3 with the sector down 
14.3%. The fear of a global economic slowdown has put the future demand for resources into 
question, causing a severe drop in commodity prices. Silver, which hit $48.58 per ounce earlier 
this year, dropped 13.6% over the quarter to $30.08, down 38% from this year's high. Copper 
also experienced a selloff in the quarter, dropping to $3.18 per pound by the end of Q3, down 
25.7% from the end of the previous quarter. Oil pulled back to $79.20 per barrel by the end of 
September, down 17% in the quarter. Natural gas continued to fall as well, hitting $3.67 per mmcf 
at the quarter's end, down 16.2%  from the close of Q2. It was a similar story for most commodity 
prices as they suffered high double-digit price pullbacks not seen since 2008. Once again the 
exception to the resource downtrend this quarter was gold, up 7.9%, closing September out at 
$1,620 per ounce after peaking at $1,889 in August. Gold continues to benefit from the global 
political and economic concerns weighing on the market. 
 
Utilities 
The utility sector is broadly comprised of companies in the telecommunication, electricity 
generation, oil & gas pipeline and energy distribution business.  In the third quarter of 2011 the 
utility sector performed much as it is expected to in volatile markets.  The sector remained 
relatively flat, or slightly positive in an overall negative market.  Utilities, known for their 
consistent and reliable cash flows which leads to dependable dividends, once again became a safe 
haven for people seeking quality stocks.  The telecom utilities were relatively unchanged while the 
electricity and pipelines were slightly positive. 
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Key Economic Rates & Commodity Prices 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
       10 Year Yield    US $ / CAD $         Yield Curve 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Federal Reserve has revised growth forecasts downward and has committed to holding rates 
at their current level until mid 2013.  The Bank of Canada has also indicated that the changing 
economic environment is putting rate hikes on hold and that the bank may not resume increasing 
rates until well into 2012 or 2013. The Canadian dollar strengthened during the first and second 
quarters for a gain of nearly 3% but reversed course in the third quarter, losing 7.7%. This puts 
the year-to-date currency exchange at a 4.7% loss relative to the US dollar. For Canadian 
investors a weakening Canadian dollar is beneficial during market downturns as losses incurred in 
US dollars will be reduced when converted into Canadian dollars.  

Sep-11 Aug-11 Jul-11 Jun-11 May-11 Apr-11 Sep-10

Target 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00%

90D TBill 0.81% 0.94% 0.92% 0.93% 0.96% 0.98% 0.88%

2Y Benchmark 0.88% 1.09% 1.39% 1.60% 1.54% 1.70% 1.37%

10Y Benchmark 2.15% 2.49% 2.79% 3.11% 3.07% 3.21% 2.76%

30Y Benchmark 2.77% 3.10% 3.29% 3.58% 3.52% 3.74% 3.35%

CPI (Y/Y) NA 3.08% 2.74% 3.10% 3.70% 3.28% 1.92%

CPI x-Food/Ener. (Y/Y) NA 1.50% 1.15% 1.42% 1.95% 1.69% 1.43%

$U / $C 0.962 1.023 1.047 1.037 1.032 1.053 0.968

€ / $C 0.716 0.710 0.728 0.714 0.718 0.710 0.713

¥ / $C 74.317 78.398 80.951 83.732 84.039 85.671 80.910
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  Price of Gold (per ounce)    Price of Copper (per lb)   Price of Oil (per barrel) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Oil and natural gas were down 17% and 16.2% respectively over the quarter with copper down 
25.7% and aluminum down 15.1% in value.  Continued fear of inflation and sovereign debt issues 
across the globe have fuelled gold demand which, in turn was up 7.8% in value. 
 
  
During these times of market uncertainty IAIC often needs to remind clients that although downturns cannot 

be predicted with any degree of certainty, we do know their occurrence to be inevitable.  IAIC does not 

subscribe to 'on the fly' strategies fuelled by emotion. History tells us it is drastic reactions during these 

times that can lead to the demise of an investor.  Instead, IAIC has a proven investment philosophy which is 

designed to allow our clients to participate in the long-term market returns consistently provided to its 

participants, while helping mitigate losses in market downturns.  Two key principles included in IAIC's 

investment philosophy are diversification and discipline.  The following piece explains how IAIC's commitment 

to diversification and discipline combined with our continuous, rational monitoring of the markets benefits our 

clients. 

 

Diversification and Discipline:  
Two Guiding Principles of IAIC 
 
Most money managers would agree the most 
important investment principle is 
diversification; yet failing to ensure a portfolio 
is well diversified is one of the most common 
investing mistakes.  While many believe that 
picking the right stock is the key to success, a 
significant portion of the growth of long-term 
portfolios can be attributed to the 
diversification of the assets held within the 
portfolio.  Simply put, diversification ensures 
that you spread your eggs into enough 
baskets to reduce your exposure to any single 
event, industry or company.   
 

For example, suppose the only stock held in 
an investment portfolio is that of  an oil 
company and the price of oil drops sharply; 
the losses suffered in that portfolio will be 
significant.  But now, suppose the stock of a 
shipping company is added to the portfolio as 
a second security.  As the price of oil falls, the 
shipping company’s costs are reduced thereby 
improving profits and subsequently the stock 
price.  The losses from the oil company will 
be offset by the gains of the shipping 
company.  The opposite scenario will play out 
if the price of oil happens to increase 
significantly. Either way, the two-stock 
portfolio constructed provides some 
protection against the economic shock of a 
large swing in the price of oil.  Absent of such 
an event, both companies should be able to 
manage their businesses profitably and the 
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portfolio will continue to enjoy modest gains 
from both of the stocks it holds.   
 
At IAIC our portfolio managers diversify client 
portfolios to ensure exposure to all major 
sectors of the economy throughout the 
different geographic regions of the world, 
thereby mitigating the risks associated to any 
specific industry sector, region or individual 
stock.   
 
Even the best-devised investment strategy 
with assets properly diversified is susceptible 
to failure if the money manager lacks the 
discipline to execute and stick to the plan.  
Many of humans' subconscious psychological 
responses to specific situations result in 
mistakes detrimental to investment 
performance.  Having a disciplined approach 
reduces the likelihood of making rash 
decisions. Take for instance the common 
wisdom of buy low / sell high.  In theory this 
is easy to say; however, in practice, without 
discipline it is hard to execute.  At IAIC, it is 
through discipline and adherence to a well-
planned investment strategy that ensures we 
avoid many of the common psychological 
mistakes.  Setting specific target ranges for 
specific asset classes and economic sectors in 
each of our clients' portfolios, combined with 
rebalancing to keep the portfolio onside with 
the plan, forces the selling or trimming of 
securities as they rise in price relative to 
others.   

 
Once again by using a simple example, the 
importance of discipline can be illustrated.  
Suppose through understanding the goals of a 
client as well as their risk tolerance it has 
been determined maintaining a target 
allocation of 50% bonds and 50% equities is 
an appropriate mix to meet the client's 
investment objectives.  With $500,000 in the 
portfolio, the investment manager proceeds 
to purchase $250,000 of bonds and $250,000 
of equities.  Say the equities rises in value by 
20% following a period of positive returns for 
equity markets.  The equities have grown in 
value to $300,000 and now represents 54.5% 
of the client's  portfolio now valued at 
$550,000.   It is IAIC's commitment to 
discipline that forces the portfolio manager to 
sell $25,000 of the equities and purchase an 
additional $25,000 in bonds, maintaining the 
50/50 target.  A disciplined approach to the 
management of the portfolio has forced the 
investment manager to trim the equities after 
increasing in relative value.  Conversely, 
should equity markets decline the portfolio 
would sell a portion of the bonds, forcing the 
purchase of equities at lower prices.  
 
While one can never avoid all risks inherent in 
financial markets, diversification and 
discipline assist IAIC's portfolio managers 
with managing some of those risks to help 
our clients meet their goals and objectives 
over time. 

 
IAIC Disclosures 
All graph and chart statistical data contained in this report has been supplied by TD Newscrest Equity Research. Sources used by TD 
Newscrest Equity Research to compile the data include: Global Insight, Thomson Financial, CPMS, Bloomberg, S&P/TSX Index Services, 
S&P Index Services, TSX, NYSE, NASD, and company reports. 
 
The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are based on historical company fundamentals and market statistics.  No guarantee of 
outcome is implied and opinions may change without notice.  Investors should not base any of their investment decisions solely on this 
report. 
 
This report is produced entirely by Independent Accountants' Investment Counsel Inc.  Although the information contained in this report 
has been obtained from sources that IAIC Inc. believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, and as such, the information may 
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